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Perm~nent fund should ensure future of st~te 
Permanent fund checks are about to be deposited in 
the accounts of many Alaskans . So, what will this extra 
money mean for most of us? It will mean we get new 
toys, pay off some bills, maybe invest a little, splurge a 
little or take that long-needed vacation. 
The permanent fund definitely makes life a little 
nicer for Alaskans, for a little while. However, having 
an extra $1 ,700 in the pocket makes it easy to forget that 
the fund was set up to do more than make us all a little 
richer. It was set up for a particular purpose - helping 
the state weather hard financial times when oil revenues 
could no longer bail us out. Up until now, there was no 
need to consider its reason for existing. But the state is 
now in a $1 billion budget-gap. To olve the problem, 
the legislators put forth an advisory vote to tap into the 
permanent fund to, help close that gap. We all know the 
rest. It wasn't just defeated, it was crushed merciles ly. 
Watching the way the "Yes" supporters ran the cam-
The United Nations' groveling to China in the handling 
of the earthquake in Taiwan has gone from merely embar-
rassing to potentially dangerous. While the rescue teams 
from the United States and various international organiza-
tions reacted promptly to the humanitarian call, the United 
Nations it elf was held back by the fact that it does not offi-
cially recognize Taiwan. Any aid to Taiwan by the United 
Nations had to be approved by the Chinese government in 
Beijing. Such political meddling not only delayed interna-
tional aid efforts and the rescue mission, but it also gave the 
Chinese government the chance to assert illegitimate sover-
eignty over Taiwan. 
We urge the international communities to condemn such 
political maneuvering and such a vitriolic propaganda cam-
paign on the part of the United Nations and the Chinese 
government and their regrettable violation of international 
humanitarian principles in politicizing di aster relief-aid to 
Taiwan at the expense of human lives. 
The devastating earthquake on Sept. 2 l, and the several 
aftershocks that followed the next day, claimed more than 
2,100 lives; injured 8,100 and left tens of thousands of peo-
ple homeless. The United Nations' reluctance to lend the 
Taiwanese people an immediate helping-hand was, under-
standably, a reaction in the wake of the looming confronta-
tions between China and Taiwan. This was caused, in part, 
by the recent, bitter dispute of Taiwan's political status after 
Taiwan's president, Lee Teng-Hui, told a German radio 
interviewer on July 9 that Taiwan would, in the future, deal 
with China on a "special state-to-state" basis. 
Ever since the announcement by Lee was made, China 
has launched a series of aggressions on Taiwan: it illegally 
seized a Taiwanese ship near the island of Matsu, sent jet 
fighters provocatively across the Taiwan Strait and hurled a 
continuous stream of threats and intimidation at Taiwan and 
its president. At the same time, China also test-fired a new 
paign, it's not surpri ing the vote turned out the way it 
did. The campaign was a shambles from start to finish. 
The ballot wa poorly worded, and there were far too 
many ties to oil companies to warrant seriou consider-
ation. Voters were naturally suspicious of opening up 
the financial treasure chest that is the permanent fund to 
legislators with no clear plan on what exactly they 
would spend the money on. If Alaskans' would have had 
a clear idea otexactly what this money would be spent 
on, exactly how much would be used for each program 
and service, and how the state would benefit in the long 
run, it wouldn ' t have been crushed; at least not o badly. 
The "No" side did no better in offering viable solu-
tions to the budget-gap. Their respon e to legi lator 
wa to "go back to the drawing board" and come up 
with a better plan . This was with little consideration to 
where else the legislators would be drawing the money 
from. And it's likely to come out of places that it can't 
perspectives 
intercon.tinental ballistic missile, and threatened to invade 
Taiwan 1f they declare independence. 
The Clinton administration's response to all this has 
be~n, for the most part, to berate Taiwan and make obse-
quious gestur~s to placate China by demanding a retraction 
fr~m the T~1~ane~e government. Such action by the 
Clinton adm1mstrat1on runs counter to their claim that the 
enlarge~ent of democracy is the priority in the U.S. nation-
al-secunty strategy. 
The Beijing-centered policy overall is very di· s~ · . uppo1nt-
mg. Such gestures of appeasement will only teav T · . . , e aiwan 
at the mercies of Ch mas ruthless dictators who a be . . . . • re nt on 
m~mtammg their own power against all opposition (as was 
evidenced by the massive crackdown on the Falun Gong 
sect and the severe sentencing of pro-democracy activists . 
recent months) . m 
Please urge the United Nations to acknowledge and 
afford to come from. like education . Many with tie 
. I ' h s to the Uni er ny of A a ,.. a. I o. c wh have had to weath-
er cuts to education and see tuition lowly rise each 
year, \ ere hoping lll see vm r upporl the referendu m. 
The UA Board of Regcnh came out in support of th 
proposal becau e the) felt it \\OU Id g1~e the university: 
hot al avoiding furtha cuts tt an already dwindlin 
higher-educati ( n budget. g 
This will not b the la t lime Alaskans v.ill have to 
make a decision about th use of the permanent fund 
and th1 won't be the last llme this tal will face a rain; 
day. Hopefully 1h1s 1 !->UC ''ill be brought lurth to voters 
once again, and laskans will have a better opportunity 
to plan the future of this state and make an educated 
decision on the U!>C of the p rmanenl fund. 
Ma} e next 11me \\e'll be be11er equipped, and edu-
cated. to face 1t. 
enforce, with regard to Tai an, its legal principle of elf-
determ1nation, and ac ept Taiw n as a lull and equal member 
of the international community (Tuiwan has been denied UN 
membership sin ·e 1971 , when Beijing took the sole Chi na 
seat). We urge you to uprx rt the qu st l f the Taiwanese peo-
ple for equ I internat1 nal .statu , instCild of relegating them 
to second-etas 111zen hip in the family of nattons. 
Peace m East Asia can be ecured nly if hma ends the 
civil war it fought again t the K T Kuomintang) 50 years 
ago, a war that the Tan ane e are not part of. and refu e 10 
be held hostage to Perpetuating th "one- hina myth'' will 
only add to the m tab1lity m the region and trengthen 
China' repress1 e hand again t a democratic Taiwan. 
While it is important to steer hina to ard the path of plu-
ralism and democracy, 1t 1. equally important to draw a 
clear line aero the Taiwan trait and recognize that China 
and Taiwan are two separate and independent countries. 
After all, Taiwan has been a clearly defined territory, self· 
administered separately from Beijing, for a century. 
We firmly believe that all emerging democracie in the 
world will take inspiration from ~trong international support 
for_Taiw~n in this cri i . Any wavering or kowtowing to the 
Ch me em their explouation of mi fortune tn a serting sov-
ereignty over Taiwan at a time when the Taiwanese people 
are suffering the loss of · many ltves ill definitely send 
~remors of doubt and distrust throughout the world regard· 
mg self-detennmat1on and support for democratic systems. 
Clum-Fa11g Halm is a student at /11dia11a Unii•ersil)'· 
Reprinted with permission from Uwire. 
. If you would like to submit a " Perspectives" piece. drop 
ll off at The Northern Light office i11 the Campus Center. 
Room 2 I 5. Anic/es must be submiued 011 disc and 1101 
ex~eed 800 words. The Nortlzem Ught reserves the rig/it 10 
edit for coment, grammar; spelling and libel. 
In the Sept. 28-0ct. 4 issue of The Northern Light on page 20, photo credit is given 
to Michael Conti. The photo was taken by Rex Weimer. 
Tanaina Has Openings 
Tanaina Child Development 
Center has space available 
in most of our programs. 
Please call or come by to 
visit the programs and talk to 
the Director and the 
Teachers about Tanaina. 
Enroll Now!! 
Rainbows: (18 mos.) two 5 day 
Ducklings: (2+) three 2 day 
Otters: (3's) one 3 day 
Puffins: (4's) two 5 day 
Honeybees: (4+) one 2 day 
Kindergarten: one 5 day 
These schedules available now. 
Tanaina CDC 
We're located in the Campus Tel: 786-1339 
Center between the Bookstore and 
the Sports Center. 
Nill Pay You 
To Have Exciting 
Weekends • 
. I 
The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like 
fC!u've never had before, and_~u can earn more than $18,000 
While youre enjoyini yourself d~ a standard enlistment. 
Thlnk about It. On a part· time basis, usually one weekend 
a month plus two weeb' Annual Trainin2t you could earn 
good: ~y, ha'YC a aood time, make goo4 ffiends and even be 
entitled to good G'enefits and opportunities to get money fur 
education. 
You'll also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will 
last you a lifutime. 
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting. 
Are you interested? 
Think about it. Then think about us. Then call: 
1-800-USA·AIMY www.soanny.com 
BE ALL 10U CAN BC 
ARMY RESERVE 
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 2000 
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan 
Learn about Japanese culture and people 
Gain international experience 
Requirements 
• Have an excellent command of the English language 
• Obtain a bachelor's degree by July 16, 2000 
• Be a U.S. citiztn " .. 
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year ..... 
Appl1cat1ons are no11, avJtl;ihle The deadline for ;inpl1rat10111s December 8 1999 
Foi more rnto1111a!1on and an appl1cat1on contact tile Cons:ilate Gene1;il o! Japan in Anchorage at 
3601 C Street Suite 1300 Ancfloraqe AK 99503 Cal! 19071 562·8424 or 1-BOO·lfJFO-JET 
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Student killed in robbery 
By Donovan Dildine 
Northern Light News Editor 
In a church overflowing with people, mourners came to 
Ii ten and participate in the te timonies of Keith Eugene 
Dirkes' life and the tragedy of hi death. 
Dirke , 19 and a UAA freshman, was killed during a 
robbery at Godfather's Pizza on Sunday, Sept. 26. 
Dirkes bad worked at Godfather's Pizza for two years 
and was halfway through his management training. He was 
closing the E. Benson Godfather's by himself on Saturday. 
According to District Manager Roger Narula, the normal 
clo ing procedure is for two managers to close the store, but 
the other manager on duty that night had gone home ick at 
8:30 p.m. 
Narula discovered Dirkes' body the next morning. He 
said the checklist for the end of the night was completed, 
which indicates that the store was locked up. Though the 
Anchorage Police Department wouldn't give details on the 
condition of the crime scene, Dirkes' father, Ted, said hi 
son had two gunshot wounds to the head, and that his body 
had been put into.a walk-in freezer. Narula said money was 
found missing from the register trays in the back office. 
Narula believes that Dirke might have opened the door 
for someone he knew but Dirkes' father doesn't think so. 
"He still wouldn't have opened the door," Ted Dirke 
said. "He followed the rules." 
He believes that it could have been a former employee 
with a key. 
Nick Vanderveur, an APD detective and the investigat-
ing officer in the ca e, said he i looking at all po ible sce-
nario . Vanderveur believes that someone may have been 
beating on the front or back door, and when Dirke went to 
investigate, a gun was pulled on him. Due to the lack of u -
pects and lead , Vanderveur is asking anyone who aw any 
uspicious activity to call the APD. APD ha al o put up 
posters at the nearby Eclipse nightclub to draw in lead . 
Dirke was a freshman at UAA, taking a basic fre hman-
load of math, Engli h, biology and German. He became 
interested in the foreign language clas after a chool lrip he 
had taken to Gennany. Dirkes was actively involved in sev-
eral clubs and organizations at Chugiak High School, where 
he graduated in 1999. He participated in football, ran track, 
weight lifted and wa a member of the var ity rifle team. 
He was also a part of a program called Rare-T, where he 
helped educate other tudents on the topic of sex education. 
His goal wa to become a genetic engineer. 
"He knew, not believed, but knew, that he would find the 
cure for AIDS," Dirkes aid. 
According to Dirke , Keith wa proud of hi Cherokee 
heritage. While on a hunting expedition be took a bear with 
one shot. Hi father aid that Keith didn t want to cau e 
pain to the animal, and the Dirke family, in true Cherokee 
tradition, u ed every part of the animal. 
Dirke 'funeral lasted from 6:30 to 11:30 p.m., much of 
which was consumed by lines of friend and family telling 
anecdotes and Lorie about him. There were over 700 peo-
ple crammed into a church built to fit 500 and all of them 
said that Keith had touched their live in one way or anoth-
er. Many of the attendants remarked on Dirke ' good nature 
and how he made everyone laugh. Other told about hi · 
seriousne s and dedication to any project he had ever 
worked on. 
Hearing the po itive effect that Dirke had on people 
Keith Dirkes, a UAA freshman, was killed at his job 
at Godfather's. Police are still looking for leads. 
was a comfort Lo his parents, but m de the lingering ques-
tion all the m re painful - \\.h · did h have to die? 
·'When I aw hi. body ( t th un ral h me) l ju t want-
ed to pick him up and carry him h me," Dirke ' father aid. 
For five day after hi. d ath, . lie Dirke Keith's 
mother, noticed the rain continued to fall. 
" omeone told m thac Heaven' crying for my boy." 
UAA student ends up living in car after dispute 
Daniel Martin was forced to live in his car 
after being thrown out of the UAA dorms. 
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By Gomalo Medina 
Northern Light Reporter 
Imagine sleeping in your car for weeks in the McDonald' . 
parking lot, watching the cars collect in the drive through on 
weekend nights, and clearing your dashboard of cheeseburg-
er wrappers on your way to class. 
This is how Daniel Martin, a UAA student. has been liv-
ing after an incident with his roommate on Sept. 14 got him 
thrown out of the Templewood dorms. 
One <>f Martin's roommates, UAA student Robert 
Christe, accused Martin of threatening him with a knife and 
called UPD. 
Upon aniving on scene, Sgt. Marcia Fischer and Officer 
Ron Swartz of the UPD conducted an investigation. Because 
there was a knife involved. Martin was arrested under the 
new Domestic Violence Laws. Under these laws, if there is 
probable cause of any violence, the officer must make an 
arrest. This law was recently created to curb the rise in 
~ domestic violence against women and children in the past 
~ years. In effect, a person living with another under the same 
::o. roof can accuse them of domestic violence, and the perso 
~ will likely be arrested. 0 
~ ''A person would not be able to own a fire arm. nor work 
~ for the g~vemment (if convicted)," said UPD Deputy Chief 
E James 'Mdne. 
l PO{ Martin. who is completing the Aviation Program at 
UA~ and hopes. to someday fly commercial jets, his biggest 
fear IS that all his hard work will be flushed down the drain 
for something he c:la1m he did n t do 
According to Martm, and h1 oth r roommates, Matt 
Hanley and Enc Hodgkin , th troubl between Chri te and 
Martin began y,ith an alann cl 
According to the roommate , hn t ' alarm clock would 
go off at 7 a.m., when e"eryon a ull m bed. and he 
would not be there to turn 1t off. 1111 happened repeatedly. 
according to Martm. and at one pomt. h aid he walked ~to 
Cbnste's room and took the clock After n group meeting 
with the roommates, Chri te \\as g1 en the al nn Jock ~~ 
after be agreed to tum the nnger off \\ hen he wa n' t gomg 
to be home. 
Christe has ince mo ed out of the dorm and could not 
be reached for comment on the case. 
According to Manin, on ept. 14 at 7 a.m. the clock ran( 
again. and Christe Y..as not home. This led to another group 
~ng. During the meeung Christe kcd 1artin to re~ 
his alann clock. Martin said he did not to ha\'C 1L He adrru 
he was sharpening a knife at the tim oftbe roommate meet· 
ing, which he said he was using to \\ ilt a branch. Christe 
apparently felt threatened by Martin and called the UPD. 
Because there was a knife m olved UPD had IO take 
action and Manin wa kicked out of TcmpleYi ood until 8 
decision could be made by the Intenm Director of ResidenCC 
Life, Bruce Schultz. 
"That first night, I drove to the ative Hospital par~ng 
lot and slept in my car until the sun came up;· Martin said. 
See Car, Page 8 
~~~~~~~~---:..----
Outdoors Club gets off the ground 
By Matthew Galloway · 
Northern Light Reporter 
For a group that likes to climb, the Outdoors Club found 
it a struggle ju t to get off the ground. 
Started in Feb. of 1998, the Outdoors Club was created 
to give those students who wanted to experience the Alaska 
outdoor a way to meet others with similar interests. 
According to club pre ident Tyson Alteri, the club was 
et up to help people make connections to others that have 
a imilar interest in the outdoors. Club members would 
have a way to get together with other members and go on 
trip and outings around Alaska. 
But when the club attempted to advertise their outings 
around campus, they were told they could only publicize 
their on-campus meetings. From the very beginning the 
word "liability" hung over them. 
After the Ptarmigan Peak accident, in which two stu-
dent died and several other were injured in a class field 
trip while climbing, university officials have been wary of 
connecting UAA to outings with any possible danger. 
"It wa very much hinted that the school was being very 
cautious (after the Ptarmigan Peak accident) but they didn't 
come right out and say it," Alteri said. "I don't know if 
things would have been any different if Ptarmigan Peak 
hadn't happened." 
Last year, Alteri, along with fellow club members, 
worked with the University to come up with a compromise. 
Club members looked into liability wavers used by other 
club at other universities. They also spoke to lawyers. 
"It came around that we didn't have to do it," Alteri said. 
This year, USU AA is helping them with their constitution. 
Alteri said th.is is to make sure that it is legally stated that the 
club isn't for educational purposes. They have also been fur-
ni hed with the general waiver that all campus clubs use. 
"It's been a while coming together, but it's all falling into 
place," said Jen Blackwell, ecretary for the club. 
The club was also given stipulations on adverti ing. The 
club can now advertise their official outings - with some 
limitations. Club members can travel only across flat water 
(Class l) and they can't do ice or rock climbing. 
However, more daring activities can be set up if an expe-
rienced guide is present. 
"I think it's pretty fair," 
Alteri said. "We're not limit-
ed by what we can do." 
The club cautions mem-
bers that they are not an orga-
nization geared toward 
teaching in-depth outdoor 
skills, but more a place to try 
new adventures. 
Alteri al o points out that 
the club isn't all about seek-
ing an adrenaline rush or the 
more extreme sports, though 
some members do participate 
in tho e. The club also has 
fisherman, people who like 
short hikes and bikers. 
Member of the club have 
gone kayaking in Seward, sea 
kayaking in Resurrection Bay, 
and hiked to the bus of Chris Members of the Outdoors Club on a kayaking trip at Resurrection Bay 
McKanless, an outing mem- in Seward. The members went on a twq-day excursion. 
bers considered their biggest. 
Many of the club members from out of state had read, or 
at least heard of John Krakauer's book, "End of the Wild," 
that accounts McKanless' life. McKanJess was a man who 
left everything behind - life, his family, and his job. He 
traveled around the United States until he ended up at 
Healy, Alaska, living in the woods on what he could find 
there. It was there that be decided that he was ready to 
return home, but due to a tragic set of circumstances, he 
was trapped there, and died. 
Many people in the club identify with his need to "live 
beyond the nine-to-five job." His bus still remains there, at 
the end of an eighteen-mile hike. 
"We all wanted to do it, but we probably never would 
have done it if not for the club," said Zac Blair, vice presi-
dent of the Outdoors Club. "It was a trip that the club was 
created for." 
For the future, Outdoors Club members are looking into 
obtaining a discount card that could be u ed in various 
sporting places around town, and to try and get equip-
ment donated, so that club members will not have to pay 
huge fees in the purchase or rental of equipment. They 
have already received donations from Dana Designs, 
Wiggy's sleeping bags and Gortex shells and kayak gear 
from Patagonia. They hope to soon have a list of names, 
numbers and interests posted so that people can better meet 
others with similar interests. 
"Anchorage is the corridor to the rest of the state," said 
Mike Bell, a club member from Minnesota. 
Other forays still in the planning stage are visiting a 
Native village, Seward/Whittier whale watching, visiting an 
extinct Aleutian volcano and watching the Valdez extreme 
games. They'd also like to set up some people swaps with 
sister organizations at other universities around the country, 
so members will have a wider range of experience. 
Tlie Qiiitli:iiiTs 'liill 
'meets on 7'1tdndtiy nighlii 
'at 9 p.m,. next to t 
Comm.8nS firep/(J(,·e. 
'Everyone is welcome to 
attend, and there is no 
membershipfee. Formore 
information. Tyson or Zoe 
cmi be reached at 562-
'47 JO, or Jen. at 561-7803. 
Members in front of the bus of Chris McKanless. Group members went up to see the place McKanless died. 
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Car: continued from Page 6 
Martin had to improvise as he lived out of 
his car for a few weeks. 
"I took Pop Tarts with me. I ate them cold in the back 
seat." 
Schultz, who in addition to being the interim director 
of Residence Life, is also the associate dean of students. 
-
He ran an in-depth investigation into the matter, speaking 
to Christe, Martin and their roommates, Hanley and 
Hodgins. He interviewed them individually, and asked 
them a variety of questions concerning the incident. 
Schultz could not comment on the incident becau e 
it would violate the Family Education Right and 
Privacy Act (FERPA) but the results of the inve liga-
tion were put in a "Findings Letter," which wa given 
to Martin. 
In Schultz 's letter he states that Martin, according to 
Christe, was "acting aggressive with the knife, stroking it 
in a threatening manner, and on one instance you pointed 
the knife at Robert, emphasizing your word . " 
Schultz also said that "several scratches and pry mark 
near the door latch (of Christe's room) are indicative of it 
having been broken into" and that Martin didn'tju t walk 
into Christe's room and get the clock. 
He also cites an incident Martin was involved in ix 
months ago, in which be was being "di ruptive and 
harassing" toward other students and univer ity taff. 
Martin was put on probation, a ked to write apology let-
ters and assigned community service for the incident. 
Martin and Cbriste's roommates don't agree with 
Schultz' findings, and do not think that Martin was a 
threat. Both said they felt Schultz's report didn't accu-
rately reflect their versions of what happened. 
c nLi nue to attend 
liv tern rarity. He 
he \\i ll be granted a 
Apply on the web 
and get up to ·~I!! of 
FREE calling time.· 
Classical 12 String Acoustic Guitar 
• •!!!!: of FREE calling 
time just for applying. 
• Apply on the internet 
and get an additional 
• ,!!!!: of FREE calling 
time when you make 
your first purchase. 





• Get a c=% rebate 
towards calling on 
all purchases. t 
• No annual fee . 
• No credit history 
required. 
•c.nhtg wlll aut-lc4llly IHI cNdltM to yow- on c.1111111 Catd -. 
1Wlwln you .,..n-y a ti.la...- from mcmtlto to -th. Call our loll-frM """""'' °' 






UAA Students w/current ID 
¥ $3 advance I $5 at the door 
General Admission 
¥ $7 advance I $1 o at the door 
Student Activities 
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Board of Regents Meets at UAA 
By Robert Pearson 
Northem light Reporter 
Committee meetings on Friday featured di scu ion of a 
number of items of interest to UAA .. The regents were pre-
ented with proposed tuition increases for the 2002 acade-
mic year, which they deferred action on until the Feb. 2000 
meeting. Tuition is slated to rise about 3 percent a year, for 
the next two years under the plan. Upper division credits at 
UAA, for example, will increase by $3, to $87 in 2001, and 
to $90 in 2002. 
Stacey Banks, student body president at UAF, 
addressed the board on tuition rates . While he acknowl-
edged that nobody likes to pay more, he accepted the need 
for the changes. 
'Tuition increases for inflation are necessary. 1f there is 
no increase, the money must come from somewhere else in 
the university budget. Tuition here at the University of 
Alaska is still pretty reasonable," he said after the meeting. 
The increases will go into effect automatically if no 
action is taken at the Feb. 2000 meeting. 
A report on campus energy-conservation noted that 
UAA saved about $200, 000 this year on electricity over the 
1998 fiscal year. A plan to hire a contractor to find further 
energy-saving measures will be pre-
Board, emphasized that student need to be incl uded in 
planning and organizing summer programs. He also 
reminded the Academic and Student Affairs Committee that 
an emphasis should be placed on recruiting tudents for 
employment in these programs. 
The report on the second year of a statewide employee 
opinion survey (not including faculty) showed solid gains 
in confidence in system and campu direction, and smaller 
gain in overall job satisfaction . In 1998, slightly over 30 
percent of those surveyed were either neutral or positive 
about the direction the university system was headed . That 
number has climbed to 68 percent in 1999. At UAA, 66 
percent of the 126 respondents were "satisfied" or "very 
satisfied" with their job. 
An area of concern to Janet Jacobs, Executive Director 
for Human Resources for the UA system, is salary compe-
tition with employers outside the un iversity. "We re losing 
market position and competitiveness in some areas; in some 
areas we're all right," she told the committee. Only 35 per-
cent of UAA employees said their sa lary package was 
"good" or "very good." 
The Univer ity of Alaska Board of Regents discussed 
tuition increases, summer programs and a survey of 
employee satisfaction at their meeting in the University 
Commons on Thursday, Sept. 30 and Friday, Oct. l. 
sented to the board at their ...---..--------------------
November meeting. 
The Regents are the governing board for the University 
of Alaska ystem, and decide matters like the hiring of 
university officials, systemwide policies, goals and tuition 
rates. 
An overview of summer pro-
grams included a discussion of start-
ing a summer debate program for 
high school tudents on the UAA 
campus, taking advantage of the 
nationally recognized UAA debate 
team to draw interest from around The group spent much of Thursday afternoon touring 
the UAA campus. That night they attended a 
"Connection to the Community" recepti on at Merrill 
Field with go vernment and bus iness leaders from 
Anchorage and around the tare. 
the state. 
Jo h Horst, a UAS student who 
represents University of Alaska stu-
dents as a full voting member of the 
USUAA Assembly Heats Up 
Over Constitutional Amendment 
By Robert Pearson 
Northern Light Reporter 
The USUAAAssembly meeting on Friday, Oct. 
1 featured the swearing in of four new senators and 
a new Media Board member, plus a heated debate 
on a proposed constitutional amendment. 
With student leaders from other UA campuses, 
including the student body presidents of UAS and 
UAF, looking on, the Assembly took up the second 
reading of Assembly Referendum ()()..01. It would 
amend the USUAA constitution by deleting the 
requirement that Club Council bylaws be subject to 
approval by a two-thirds majority-vote of the 
Assembly. 
Ben Roberts spoke against the measure, saying 
that Assembly oversight of Club Council was an 
important principle in the balance of power 
between the various organizations of USU AA. 
Michael Queen responded, emphatically telling 
the Assembly that students would be voting on 
whether they wanted the measure. and that the deci-
sion on Friday should be to allow them that chance. 
Roberts said that it was up to the Assembly to 
u e their own judgement, and "If you don't support 
· te 'no' " He also suggested that Garrett 
1t, VO • . . 
G·1 e chair of Club Council, abstain from the 1 mor, . . 
because of a possible conflict of interest. vote, 
Scott Kohlhaas thought that the controversy 
might be a good thing, helping increase turnout for 
the Fall elections. A new ad-hoc committee, the 
Twenty Percent Turnout (TPT), has been formed to 
increase election participation, according to 
Kohlhaas. 
When the question was called, the measure 
passed 7 to 2, with Kathryn Clark abstaining and 
Roberts and Odis Carmon voting ··no." Roberts 
moved to strike Gilmore's "yes•· vote, due to the 
conflict of interest In the ensuing discussion, 
Michael Queen became heated in his comments, 
and wa halted by Speaker Ilona Demenina. 
Gilmore's vote was allowed to stand. 
The amendment will be voted on at the Fall elec-
tions, which are expected to be held in late 
November. or early December. 
Assembly Bill 00-06, to appropriate $600 to the 
Legislative Affairs Committee to "[allow J for 
Legislative Affairs Committee and other Student 
Leaders to take two road trips for the purpose of 
developing relationships with legislators and Board 
of Regent :· went through its first reading. 
Other Assembly actions included the approval 
and swearing in of new Senators Maciej Maselko, 
Graham Siebe, Sherry Thompson and Elisabeth 
Yount. Nathan Shaefer was named to the Media 
Board. 





JANUA RY-M AY, 2000 
Spend the s11ring semester working in the 
Alaska Legislature and get 12 110urs of ttpper-
division credits, 9 hours for graduate students 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 
NOON, TUESDAY OCTOBER 19, 1999 
For information and applicatio11 materials 
at UAA contact: 
Dr. Carl Shepro 
Political Science Department 
Third Floor, CAS Building 
786-4845/4897 
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U.S. Forest Service asks for public input 
By Jessica Blackledge 
Northern Light Reporter 
The Chugach National Forest Planning 
Team is asking for public involvement in 
the making a Ii t of alternatives for how the 
Chugach will be managed. 
This is the first time in the history of the 
management that the team has asked for the 
public's opinion, according to Alan 
Vandiver and Gary Lehnhausen from the U. 
S. Forest Service. 
Vandiver and Lehnhausen gave a presen-
tation on the "Emerging Alternatives for the 
Chugach Forest Plan" as part of the UAA-
APU Environmental Studies Fall Seminar 
Series, last Wednesday in the UAA 
Commons. 
In April of 1997, the U.S. Forest Service 
began is periodical updating of manage-
ment for the Chugach National Forest. 
Every ten to fifteen years the manage-
ment of the Chugach Forest undergoes 
some revision. Certain factors , like spruce-
beetle kills or a change in public interest, 
calls for the current plan to be brought up 
for revision again. 
That same April, the Chugach National 
Forest Planning Team, consisting of seven-
teen members, decided to do something dif-
ferent, something almost unheard of- they 
asked for public input. They asked people 
from Valdez to Anchorage what their inter-
ests in the Chugach were. They received 
over three thousand responses, ranging 
from "I want the air quality maintained" to 
"I want to be able to pan for gold." 
"We didn 't quite expect that much of a 
re ponse from people, and it's a little over-
whelming, but we're glad," said Gary 
Lehnhausen, head of the planning team. 
After collecting all of the respon e , the 
team then broke down the comment into 
specific interest groups, such as manage-
ment of fish and wildlife habitat, scenic-
quality and natural-resource products. 
From the three thousand comments, they 
were able to come up with twenty-five 
interest groups. From there, they took the 
interest groups to town meetings in 
Anchorage, Hope and other surrounding 
towns and asked each person to come up 
with an alternative plan for the management 
of the fore t. Seventy people in Anchorage 
showed up for the meeting, while 60 people 
in Hope showed. 
According to Vandiver, the planning 
team's operation expert, in Hope there was 
a lot of tension between the townspeople 
because of differing interests. Some wanted 
more wilderness designation and some 
wanted more land area to snowmobile on. 
ATTENTION ALUMNI OF 
Yet, despite their differing opinions, in the 
end the people of Hope came together to 
work out their alternatives. 
Now the Planning Team ha · 32 alterna-
tives that they must narrow down by Oct. 
15, 1999. Right now they are trying to find 
a way to clump the alternative together, . o 
that, for the final plan, they are taking a lit-
tle from every sugge tion and not JUSl pick-
ing one. They are looking for what could be 
one of the biggest compromi ·e. bet\\Cen 
interest ranging from mining. to recre-
ation, to wilderne s. 
"We're trying to find a balance of every-
body's needs in the Chugach," Vandiver 
said. 
After narrowing down the alternatives, 
the planning team hope to be able to bring 
a preferred plan to the Regional Director, 
Dave Gibbons, who will then make a final 
deci ion on the future of the Chugach 
National Fore l in Jan. of 2000. 
Vandiver aid that, o far. the Nauonal 
Park Service has given no input as to what 
they would like to see happen in the 
Chugach, but the Native Corporation of the 
immediate area has had quite a bit of input 
and involvement. 
"We've hown the Park ervice and the 
refuge area our alternative map but they 
haven't shown any interest in being 
involved in the planning process at all" 
Alan ay almost sadly, "but the State a~d 
the auve orporat1on, though wary at first 
because of lack of fund·, finally oot 
invul-.ed and we arc very grateful for\ 
because the) ha e had a lot of uggestions.': 
Though there are a fe\\ cros -boundar 
i · ue between 1he hugach Forest and th~ 
Kenai ational Wildlife Refuge and the 
Kenai jords atiunal Park, there has nm 
been much involvement between the plan-
ning team . Thi 1s a result of lack of inter-
est on the part of the refuge and the 
National Park Service. 
When asked what he would like seen 
d ne with the hugach National Forest 
andiver aid, "With all the alternatives that 
we have far, there are s many good 
idea , that I want to wait and ee what the 
final analysi is. Then I'll make a decision 
a t what I peri.onally think," he said. 
For more i11for111af/011, Alan Va11dil'er 
and Gw • Le/111/u1us e11 can be reac/1ed at 
(907) 271- 2773. 
The Environmental Studies Fall 
Seminar Series will continue until Dec. l, 
with local environmental professionals 
speaking on e\ery Wedn~day. The semi-
nar is tree for all ho wish to attend. Call 
786-1753 form re information. 
Campus scanner 
The National Young Leaders Conference, \Vashington, DC 
-or-
Tile University Police Report for 
Sept. 23-25. The Campus Scanner 
does 11ot represent all calls recen•ed 
by the University Police Depat1me11t. 
that the four wercn 't involved, the 
driver was arrested for not having a 
valtd OJ>l!rator' license and cited for 
minor onsumption of alcohol. 
nother pa senger m the car was 
cited for mmor consumpuon. The National Youth Leadership Forums 
on Law, Medicine or Defense 
lf you are a first or second year student, there is a prestigious on-
campus leadership opportunity we have been asked to discuss with 
you. 
Please call Toll free at l-87i-282-4952 no later than September 29 
and ask to speak with one of the program co-founders: Barbara or 
Richard 
Sept. 23 
12:23 a.m. - A UAA m tructor 
reported that a bag of sold ceramic 
pottery was thrown away by a jam-
tor. The pottery was thrown into the 
dumpster, which was later emptied. 
The value of the sold pottery was 
$6,700 and the artist was notified of 
the loss. 
Sept. 24 
2: 12 a.m. - UPD reported on a 
call from the Mac resident advisor 
claiming that four Hispanic males 
had walked into a resident's room 
and demanded he take down a con-
federate flag from his wall. 
UPD responded and found a 
vehicle with five people _ four of 
~horn matched the above descrip-
llon. Although it was determined 
4:08 p.m. - UPD re ponded to a 
report from a UAA faculty member 
that there was an odor of marijuana 
in a classroom. The classroom was 
located in Building K. The case is 
still under inve ligation. 
Sept. 25 
1:10 a.m. - While on patrol a 
UPD official noticed four individu· 
al that appeared to have been in a 
fight Instead it was discovered that 
they were four minors consuming 
alcohol. They were cited by UPD. 
11 :52 p.m . - A patient of 
Southcentral Coun cling Center 
Care, who was heavily medicated. 
was assisted by UPD back to scCC. 
and then home. 
By Jared Chandler 
Special to The Northern Light 
There ts a dark side of the Internet: Software 
piracy has gro"' n enormously ince the majority of 
busmesse. and educational institutions have gained 
net access. everal types of technology have 
enabled the creation of what is quite literally a glob-
al network of pirated material. 
o longer is piracy confined to the late t hot 
game; digital data is being pirated from a variety of 
platform and formats. It may be a proprietary piece 
of graphics software, or it may be portions of a 
maJor motion picture. Whatever the content being 
pirated, the working and organization of piracy is 
mething the media has left in the dark. 
The technologies responsible, and most widely 
u ed. for piracy are the Ethernet connection, the 
home-computer-turned-server and the CD-burner. 
Ethernet i the mo t common type of network in 
u e today. It can be easily identified by the wide 
phone-plug connectors, called RJ-45 connectors, on 
1he ends of the cables. Most of the UAA campus i 
wtred for Ethernet, including the new student re i-
dence halls, North, East and West. 
Most programs being pirated are anywhere from 
10 to 100 megabytes in size. Transferring that much 
data over a 56k modem can take several hours, if 
By Rodika Tollefson 
orthem Light Reporter 
It's annoying. !l's intru ive. It 's a pain in the butt. 
Those are just some of the comments aboul spam 
e-mail. On the other side of the wire, however, mar-
keters are thnvmg on the new opportunities brought 
on by cyberspace. While before it took laborious 
hours to compile consumer mailing lists, 1t now 
1akes a couple of bulton clicl..s, and voila' 
If you were upset two weeks ago by a couple of 
spam message that lurked into your UAA e-mail 
account, you were not alone. About 30,000 employ-
ees. faculty and student received the same mes-
:-.ages, according to Jim Snyder, manager of UAA 
Infrastructure Services. Another I 0,000 messages 
were intercepted by the department before reaching 
the user ·. 
"We tolerate them as be ·t as we can," Snyder 
said. "but we don't like them because . ii takes up 
disc pace on the computer system unt11 each user 
downloads the message." 
UAA student Lori John ton was annoyed by the 
letter ent by a Tom Preston. who tried to lure her 
. aking some money. "I made enough money to 
tntO m . f". di 
a for school this fall," Preston wrote m a nen y 
P Y 1 manner Should Lori e-mail a reply to a pers~~a ddress . Preston would get a watch, the 
spec• ic a .d a~d should she stay for a while, he 
message sat ' 
es! [The northern Light's official technology page] 
not days. Ethernet offers enough speed and band-
width to move large amounts of data very quickly. 
By using an Ethernet connection with the Internet, 
pirates are able to move large files around the plan-
et with amazing speed. 
Handling the transfer of data are personal com-
puters similar to the ones you use in the computer 
labs. While large companies may have rooms of 
equipment dedica1ed 10 their Web server and busi-
ne s computer sy terns; most pirates rely on off-the-
shelf technology that anyone can buy. 
The crucial difference between piracy on the 
Internet and legitimate use is the manner in which it 
takes place. The majority of piracy does not take 
place anywhere near the World Wide Web or large-
server computers. Specialized client and server pro-
grams, such as Hotline, use the same protocol as all 
other Internet communications, but are inaccessible 
wi1h Web browser or file transfer protocol (FfP) 
programs. 
For example, when the Hotline client is started, it 
contacts the pirate version of the Yellow Pages, 
called a Tracker. Hotline then finds the Internet 
addre se of erver on-line at that moment along 
with a short description of what each server has to 
offer. The user can then connect to whichever server 
See Hackers, Page 12 
would receive a referral fee. It also said she would 
make money by referring others. 
"La t spring, I asked a student government rep-
resentative why they couldn't e-mail everyone and 
tell us when thmgs are going on." Johnston said. 
'They said they were not allowed; it would over-
load the system. But if someone can end me com-
mercial e-mails unsolicited, why can'I we get e-
mails notifying students of elections, rallies elc.T' 
USUAA Speaker Ilona Demenina said that they 
talked wllh CTS about sending a message about 
elections, and they said it would overload the sys-
tem and that it wa n t worth it. 
Unfortunately, there is no direct way to filter 
junk e-mail off the erver beforehand, Snyder said. 
But once a bulk mailing is discovered, the offend-
ing site and addre ses are blocked from further 
access, in-goi ng and out-goi ng. These messages do 
feed on the server, slowing down access lo the 
Internet and blocking traffic that goes out. 
While most commercial solicitations are harm-
less, stealing e-mail addresses doesn' t bring warm 
responses from consumers. Preston claimed he 
bought the UAA addre ses from a marketing firm 
called E-Market. A representative from the firm 
who would only give her first name, Nicole, said e-
mail sales was not the scope of their company. She 
See Spam, Page 12 
Web site of the week 
Java Boutique 
This site is mostly for the Web designer, but you don't have to be a 
professional. Java Boutique has hundreds of great Java code and classes 
free for the taking. Each Java applet presented on their site comes with 
simple instructions and usually a good amount of customization. If you 
want those special effects or neat little games on your home or depart· 
ment page, this is the place to go. 
Gadget of the week 
Sony Vaio Cl PictureBook 
This thing is straight out 
of a James Bond movie. 
Sure there have been tiny 
computers before, but noth-
ing quite like this. The C 1 
caught my eye at the IT 
Expo last week. What sur-
prised me was not its size, 
but its quality. The active· 
matrix screen was extremely 
sharp; it has a comfortable 4 
GB hard drive, a S6K 
~-..- modem and even a USB 
~..-.11&111 port. Its special feature is its 
..... ~~~~~--..... ~~~~~~---
swivel camera. mounted on 
the top of the screen. I 
played with this, and the 
quality of the frames per 
second was incredible. The 
clincher is, of course, the 
price, which like everything miniaturized, is expensive - anywhere from 
$1,800 to $2,100. 
Future events 
The AJaska Apple Users Group meet the second Wednesday of each 
month in the ARCO building; downtown at seventh and G St. at 7 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome. 
If you would like to have your technology-based event promoted, call 
me a1 786-1313, or fax to 786-1331.Please gii·e the name, time, place 
and overall purpose. 
Fatal errors 
Like a bad sequel, the Melissa virus seems to be back, but with a 
whole new look. The VBS.freelink virus is self-propagating, like 
Melissa, and is suppo ed to have the same subject and list of porno-
graphic sites. The brain behind the destruction is a Visual Basic script. 
Avoid messages with attachments that have the subject "Check This" 
and always run a viru checker on an attachment anyway. 
The Internet isn't as metaphysical as people think. In fact, its quite 
physical, as an Ohio gas company discovered. The company cut through 
a major fiber cable with a backhoe. The cut line caused traffic from the 
East coast to West to slow down by 20 to 50 times. It also forced some 
companies to shut down. The line had a 40..gigabit capacity. 
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Hackers: continued from Page 11 
they please. 
There is no guarantee that the server 
they connect to will allow them access. 
Many pirate servers Limit the number of 
users as well as their access to keep them 
from overloading their connection to the 
Internet. Many servers request that users 
upload pirated software before they are 
given any access at all, forcing the user 
to cast the first stone, as it were. Another 
common practice for the owner of a serv-
er is to create a Web page full of adver-
tising banners. If you want into the serv-
er, then you have click on the banners in 
order to gain a login ID and password. 
The owners of the Web page can receive 
an average of 10 cents per "hit'' on the 
banner, which helps pay for their pirating 
equipment. It may appear that the opera-
tors of pirate servers are worried about 
being discovered. In fact, most are wor-
ried about being overwhelmed by users 
who do nothing but leech - taking files 
without uploading anything in return. 
The decentralized nation of most of 
the pirate network arises from the use of 
the Tracker. It lists only active servers. 
When a server is turned off, there is no 
record of its location. Only when the 
machine is active and connected to the 
network, is it possible to determine its 
location. Depending on the setup of the 
network, the server may receive its IP 
address dynamically, assigned at ran-
dom, or as a static (unchanging) number. 
On a network with dynamically assigned 
addresses, the IP address that was 
assigned to a pirate server one day may 
be reassigned to a network laser-printer 
the next. This presents a considerable 
obstacle for the FBI and other law 
enforcement agencies attempting to put a 
stop to software piracy. 
After gaining access to pirate soft-
ware, the problem of storing and tran -
~pam, continued from Page 11 
ferring software again arises. Prior to the 
ZIP drive and the recordable CD, most 
pirated software was stored in segments 
on 1.44 megabyte floppy-disks. Today, 
most pirates archive the software they 
transfer onto CDs, rather than keep it on 
a hard drive. 
The advent of the MP3 audio format 
has shifted some piracy from software 
into digital bootlegs of popular music. 
CD-based game systems are also suscep-
tible to the effects of piracy. An inexpen-
sive chip can be installed in any Sony 
Playstation, enabling it to play pirated 
games burned onto a CD with a home 
computer. On the horizon is a new gen-
eration of media piracy taking full-length 
motion pictures and distributing them 
across the Internet, just as they are being 
released into theaters. 
The Software & Information Industry 
Association estimates that as of 1998, 
software piracy in North America repre-
sented a loss of $2.9 billion, with one out 
of every four applications installed being 
pirated. Globally, the same organization 
believes pirated software costs the indus-
try nearly $11 billion per year. 
"Unfortunately, based on our own 
investigations, it appears many Internet 
pirate sites are operated by college stu-
dents," Michael Flynn, anti-piracy 
spokesperson for the SHA, said in a 
recent press release. While Criminal 
charges can carry penalties of up to 10 
years in prison and fines as high as 
$250,000, civil lawsuits against pirates 
can carry penalties into the millions of 
dollars. 
"In short, it is time for software 
pirates to close down their Web sites and 
end their illegal practice . Otherwise, 
they can look forward to wearing a set of 
handcuffs and carrying a lighter wallet," 
Flynn said in the SITA release. 
ee part ot •" EXCITING INTERNET COMPANY! 
needed= 
Campus Operations Manager 
• Earn 11r-t money 
• Excellent resume builder 
• Ple:xlbl• aohadul• 
• Gain Management and Marketing experience 
refused to make any comments. refening the call to a hosting company, like AOL. ing the delete button. Or they can invest in filtering oftware that can be downloaded on 
1be government has heard complaints from users ever since the marketers caught on. to individual computers. 
Fifteen states have 1ntroduced anti-spam bills. Only Virginia. hdwever, passed a bill r:::----------------------------i 
which will allow law enforcement. Internet providers and individuals the authority to Wanna can the spam? Try these Web sites for tips and information: 
strike back at unsolicited e-mail senders and sellers of spam software. 
Federal lawmakers have also tried to find solutions to the issue, but so far the bills have http://www.junkbusters.com/ht/en/junkemail.html 
either died or gotten hung up in committees. Among them. the Inbox Privacy Act was intro- Junk~usters offers dos and don'ts for pam, including detailed explanation of those 
duced by Alaska Sen. Frank Murkowski, in March of 1999. The bill requires e-mail mar- suggestions. 
keters to identify themselves, honor removal n:quests and allow domain o':"llers the abilicy 
to blook unwanted solicitations. It also gives Internet service providers, t~te attorney gen-
erals and the Federal Trade Commission the authority to seek up to $50,oon per <tty in dam-
ages. The bill is currently in the committee of commerce. 
According to Snyder, with the proper software it would be easy to send spam. Once 
you have a list. the computer wil1 do the rest. The real problem comes when it is a mali-
cious attempt, called a denial-of-service-attack, that i" created with the purpose of dis-
abling a server. E-mail u~ers were threatened by ucb an attack thi · summer, the Melissa 
virus. when a message that replicated itself automatically bogged do\\ n systems at major 
companies. 
So, until Congress succeeds in ib efforts to can the spam, the user are left with click-
http://www.zdnelcom/swlib/roundups/spam/rnp0897.html 
ZDNet offers some shareware-filtering software (some links are outdated, but mo tare QK). 
ht~ ://www3.shore.net/-gmcga th/self defense.html 
. An mteresting and thorough Ii t about fighting pam. including link to a ite that 
will track the identity of a fake domain name. 
htt~://www.junkbusters.com/ht/en/links.html#filter 
A list of other anti-spam software. 
Displaying 
By Jackye Stephens 
Northem Light Reviewer 
discards 
Imagine tortured images of animals placed on an altar to some sort of sick and 
twi ted god. The kind of art from your nightmares has made its way to UAA. Images 
of preserved fish heads, bandaged and wrapped up come to life from some 'Tool" or 
"Nine Inch Nails" video in Joyce Blunk's art show, "Spatial Poetics," which is cur-
rently on display at the Kimura Gallery. 
Blunk bases her work on the "relentless state of deterioration and change." 
"Most of the box constructions I have selected for this exhibit feature trophies, 
tho e di play objects that symbolize personal superiority, prowess or victory," said 
Blunk in an artist's statement. 
Blunk, who resides in A heville, North Carolina, takes ordinary discards and 
organic matter and arranges them in unexpected ways. What would otherwise be con-
idered junk to the average person is an artistic display of Blunk's contrasting reality 
between the natural and the manmade. 
"A theme repeated throughout my work is the abstract en hrining of objects that 
symbolize poignant human preoccupations and vivid life issues," Blunk wrote. 
"Natural or manmade items are arranged in ways that experiment with space and 
exploit the symbolic meaning of the objects and their presentation." 
Blunk writes that she begins with an object that intere ts her and, after working out 
ideas through sketches, he build a box to transform the object and "expand its sym-
bolism." 
Blunk's assemblage hint at influences of ancient and Gothic qualities. Mark 
Richard Leach, curator of contemporary art at the Mint Museum of Art in Charlotte, 
North Carolina, wrote of one of Blunk's previous shows that her visit to Europe influ-
enced her work greatly. 
"Notions of ritual, ephemerality, reverence, death and rebirth permeate this sacred 
space (presented in her works)," Leach wrote. 
He aid that Blunk's pieces bring the viewer in closer proximity to death, "both 
physical and emotional," and uses her art to "bridge gaps between concepts of the 
ab tract and the real." 
Blunk transforms the commonplace into the poetic with her usage of everyday 
item . She combine items such as wood, metal. paint. cloth, fi h bones and modeling 
paste to create images of something that at one time could of been a cute, baby farm-
animal. 
The timing of her show should bring some fresh ideas for Halloween. 
Blunk 's work will be on display at the Kimura Gallery, in the UAA Arcs Building, 
from Oct. 6 to 22. 
ne of Blunk's pieces currently on ~isplay at the Kimura Gallery. 
O commonly discarded objects to create her work. Blunk uses 
Canfral 
By Jennifer A. MiUer-Mullins 
Special to The Northern Light 
Imagine you are seated in a large, black 
leather recliner. The cushions envelop your 
body as you sink: into the chair. Alexander 
London, of the Healthy People Center, straps 
a white, Velcro strip around the wrist and 
middle finger, and straps a temperature sensor 
to another finger. 
"Relax," he says as he sits down to his 
computer. 
You make a conscious effort to relax while 
you watch colored lines jump up and down on 
the computer screen. After a while, London 
continues, "I want you to count backward 
from 60 to 50." 
You count slowly, uncomfortable and strug-
gling to remember the numbers backward. 
"60 ... 59 ... 58 ... "you count. 
"Faster, faster, faster!" London urges. 
You work harder to get the numbers out as 
fast as you can. Meanwhile, the sensors report 
'-laursc/f 
treatment !or stress management The 
Biofeedback Society of America was formed in 
1968, and has since tried to improve and 
increase the use and knowledge of biofeedback. 
Research continues to improve the effects 
and understanding of the biofeedback 
process. Meanwhile, it is becoming a treat-
ment used in the practices of psychology, 
psychiatry and physical rehabilitation. 
Biofeedback has treated such common ail-
ments as migraine headaches. back pain con-
ditions, stress, anxiety, stuttering, asthma and 
hyperactivity. This treatment has also been 
used for Attention Deficit Disorder in 
younger children, and even frostbite. 
Though biofeedback has become a com-
monly used form of psychotherapy in the 
Lower 48, it is slow to be accepted in Alaska. 
'There are only three certified {consul-
tants) in the state," explains Lawson. 
"Insurance still thinks of it as a voodoo." 
Biofeedback treatments are sessions that 
train the patient to change a behavior. The com-
your stress level on the com-
puter screen. 
You have just experi-
enced a biofeedback consul-
tation. ' ' 
puters used in the sessions are 
capable of reading body tem-
perature, blood pressure and 
muscle tensions. Lawson uses 
equipment such as Surface 
EMG and Thermal EMG to 
elicit such readings. These 
computers can report restricted 
blood flow, or various skin con-
ditions. 
The word biofeedback is 
Greek in origin - 'bio' 
meaning "life" and 'feed-
back' meaning "to return 
information to its origins." 
Biofeedback means that 
information sent out from 
points in the body is returned 
to the source, allowing con-
trol of the information 
process. The primary func-
tion of biofeedback is to 
teach a person to relax. The 
process of biofeedback has . 
been compared to the Yogi's 
meditation. The relaxation 
process is similar. However, 
biofeedback can accomplish 




Once the biofeedback special-
ist has determined the result of 
the computer readings, a treat-
ment is decided. The consul-
tant may decide to treat with 
medication, or may find that 
biofeedback sessions will be 
sufficient alone. When the 
patient has learned the behav-
ior that causes the ailment, and 
how to correct it, he or she may 
continue to use the treatment 
on their own without further 
it as a 
voodoo. 
'' few weeks, whereas meditation can take up lo 
20 years to reach the same level of effect. 
"The principle of biofeedback is lo give a 
person an idea about a body state that they are 
usually unaware of," said Bob Madigan, a 
professor in the UAA psychology department 
Biofeedback research began in the 1930s 
with the examination of relationships 
between emotional states and psychological 
states. Researchers hypothesized that a per-
son's psychological beliefs and physical 
thoughts affected the status of the body they 
were supporting. 
According to Jeannette Lawson, a biofeed-
back specialist with Bear Physical Therapy, 
biofeedback is like "looking in a mirror or 
standing on a scale." 
"If you don't like what you see, then you 
do something to change it," Lawson said. 
In the 1960s, biofeedback was used as a 
sessions. 
Students of the UAA psychology depart-
ment encounter biofeedback studies in sever-
al of their classes. One in particular. taught 
by Professor Bruno Kappe , of the UAA psy-
chology department, is "Stress 
Management." Students of this class have the 
opportunity to actually experience biofeed-
back for them elves. 
Though Madigan said there a smal I number 
of real successes with biofeedback, researchers 
continue to discover more about it. 
Ultimately, the results of biofeedback 
depend on the individual's motivation to 
get better. 
For more information, you can vi it the 
Healthy People Center at 3650 Lake Otis 
Parkway Suite 100, or call 563-1444. You 
may also research information on the Internet 
at http://www.users.cts.com/crash/d/deo-
hair/psychoph.html. 
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UAA Expo visitors I ening to a lecture on "How to Present to an Art G 
by Julie Decker-Mo , co-owner of Decker-Morris Gallery. 
one wa fu 
department made 
of hay, tarp and paint at 
1 oked like a mammoth. 
Kerry eJ • , UAA 
anthropology professor 
and Richard VanderHoek, 
an archaeologi t, helped 
people put the pear in 
hand and guided them as 
they threw at the mam-
moth. 
"It' an interesting 
aspect of pre-history," 
said VanderHoek. "This 
This sport took place 
outside the Campus 
Center, in the loading 
area. 
. ' .. 
going to spend about an 
make a monotype pnnt, lik 
her own. 
She was also waiting ~ 
ed to learn. 
I I' 
The chance to make a clay mask was given 
to anyone who would volunteer a face. 
Mask making: Last year they made about 
10 masks over the weekend. On Friday, the lab 
monitor said there had been about three made 
so far. The process took a half-hour, and real 
faces were needed to make the masks . 
BikingtoUA es parking problems 
By Casey Jacobs 
Special to The Northern Light 
Finding a parking place at UAA can be a 
major problem, causing students to be late for 
class, miss appointments and quizzes -
unless you are on a bicycle. 
"I ride because it's fun, cheap and I don' t 
have to mess with the parking, which is a 
major pain," said UAA student Joe Burke, who 
rides more than five miles each way to schooJ. 
For safety he wears a bright yellow jacket. a 
helmet and a blinking taillight as well as a 
headlamp at night 
"A lighting system is important at night. 
especially with moose on the trails," said 
Burke. 
Experts also advise riders to bike defen-
sively. Always look out for traffic in front of 
you and behind you as well. 
"You have to be careful because cars aren' t 
paying any attention to you," Burke said. "J 
have a close call every week." 
Anchorage offers numerous bike paths that 
run through parks and many parts of the city. 
"I ride the trall system because it's conve-
nient," Burke said. "It gives you a break from 
the busy traffic." 
Stormy Haught, another UAA student, 
bikes to the University and Merrill Field. 
"I bike because it's easier, more fun and I 
skip all the traffic," Haught said. "I don't have 
to worry about parking; I park at the front 
door." 
Haught plans to bike all winter. 
"I made my own studs with one-quarter 
inch self-tapping sheet rock screws, which 
grip through any kind of weather." 
Darlis Elliot, lead cashier at UAA Parking 
Services, wants bikers to park only on bike 
racks. 
"Some people are chaining their bikes to 
doorways, then we can't get them open," Elliot 
said. 
Right now there are no violations for park-
ing your bike in the wrong place. However, 
next year, students will be cited after receiving 
a warning ticket. 
Officer Jim Knudson, with the UPD, said 
more students should secure their property to 
prevent theft. A steel u-lock is hard to break 
and is good protection against thieves. 
"I'm surprised there are not more bikes 
stolen because students don't always lock their 
bikes," Knudson said. So far this year, there 
haven t been any bikes stolen, but last year 
three were. Knudson plans to start a program 
next year outlining rules and regulations for 
bikers. One of his main goals is registering 
bikes. 
"If a registered bike gets stolen we can 
trace the serial number through the police 
computer system and often find the bike," 
Knudson said. 
Registering your bike keeps track of the 
serial number, model and make of your bike, 
and it's free. The problem is that most people 
do not know their serial numbers. Many bikes 
end up being unclaimed. 
"Right now the YMCA has 27 donated 
bikes from Anchorage that no one claimed," 
Knudson said. 
"I use au-lock protecting both tires and my 
frame," Burke said. 
Many companies like Kryptonite now offer 
theft coverage with a purchase of a u-lock, 
which cost from $20 to $50. 
Biking to the university saves gas money, is 
great exercise and gives you rock-star parking. 
Remember to be patient, ride defensively, and 
laugh at all those late-for-class drivers hunting 
for a parking place. 
Jim Knudson's proposed regulations for 
next year. 
• Set up informative sessions to educate 
students 
• Register all bikes on campus 
• Require all bikes to be locked on desig-
nated racks 
• Give a warning for fi rst-time violation of 
bike parking 
• Citation for a second violation 
Wow (ocated in the Wo(f l>en! 
~~'~ THEWORio~#rNAMEiNSDBS & SALADS 
--,-.· ~ $1.00 OFF" 
Ii. 
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on any 12" sandwich 
or salad 
O:FH:R ('.001) 
N YOUR NEXT VISIT 
·S)gkts -~·nd s 'mells 
o.r tke l~l (jqu-1-nox: 
By Ned Rozell 
Special to the Northern Light 
A little gi rl pulls on her rubber boots and rushes outside into the crisp. fall 
air on Sept. 23. She knows the days are getting shorter. but she doesn't realize 
that this is the autumnal equ inox. 
On the equi nox, the sun appear to it over Earth' equator, causing days 
and nights to ea h last about 12 hours, everywhere in the world. 
The girl hears the -ground cru nching under her feet. The temperature had 
dropped to 27 degrees Fahrenheit the night before, killing many of the plants 
in her mother's garden. The plants didn't die on earlier nights when the tem-
perature di pped to 32 becau e ugars within their ap depre ed the freezing 
point. 
She walk to her favori te place, the frog pond, down a forest path. She is 
surrounded by the gold leaves of birch and willow tree . The trees are respond-
ing to cooler temperatures and a longer night by de troying chlorophyll. 
Packed withi n leaf cells, ch lorophyll enables plants to convert the sun· ener-
gy to sugars. The tree ' hift coo dormancy allow other pigments within the 
leave to express themselves. It's a brief show of color, lasting until the tree 
forms ab ci sion layer al the ba ·e of leave , at which time the leave fall to 
the ground. 
Beneath the girl' boot . burrowed a few in he into the fore t floor. are 
wood frogs, the only amphibian in northern Alaska. During the weeks ahead. a 
blanket of now will protect frogs and other hibernator , uch as yellow jack-
ets and snow-mosquitoes - a process that doesn't kill them becau e their 
blood contains high levels of gluco e. They will thaw and hop away the next 
spring. 
Honks in the air draw the girl's attention to the sky, which is clear and blue 
because air molecules in the atmosphere scatter blue light. Autumn skies in 
Ala ka are a deeper blue than spring skies for two rea ons: First, snow cover-
ing the ground in the springtime reflects about 90 percent of the light that hit 
it. Air molecules scatter the reflected sunlight again. washing away a bit of the 
blue. Second, fall kies are also free of arctic-haze, a wave of pollution from 
Eastern Europe and Asia. The particle that make up arctic-haze, which shows 
up in spring, don't scatter blue light as easily as the pure air of autumn. 
The little girl watche as Canada geese fly in a Y-formation. leaving the rich 
breeding ground of the Arctic for warmer places. Scienti ts who studied fly-
ing gee e found that a flock of 25 birds in a V can fly 70 percent farther than 
a ingle bird using the same amount of energy. In a well-formed V, even the 
bird at the front receive a benefit from it neighbors. 
Events 
'IU.esday, Ocf. S 
• $5 R!u:Shots. For mote information, call 
e UM Student Health Center at 786-404() 
• "Dating Violence: The Hidden Secret" 
~rkshop~ 5:30-6:30 p.m., UAA Business 
Education Building, Room 112. For more 
ormation. cali 786-4500 
• Noon Music, 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m .• 
UAA Campus Center 
,, • J'General Business Practices of 
Latin/South America" with Russ Howell 
rmore information, call The World Trade 
terof Alaska at 278-7233 
• "'Symphony 10 l" 6-7 p.m.. Borders 
and Music. for more information. 
344-4-099 
• "Depressioo ·· workshop. For more 
liaf<Kmllti.on, call the UAA Student Health 
ter at 786-4040 
. • $.5 Flu Shots. For more information, 
the UAA Student Health Center at 786-
• "Spatial Poetics." the assemblages of 
oyce Blunk, E hibit opens. Kimura 
ery, UAA Arts Building 
He performed at the 1996 Centennial Olympic Games, 
with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and for 
Greenpreace; and now be will play music at UAA. 
Dominic Gaudious, a 27-year-old musician who has 
two albums out, is known as an acoustic guitar "wizard." 
With the incorporation of exotic instruments, Gaudious 
blends the sounds of jazz, classical, flamenco, world-beat 
and folk. 
He is a brilliant guitarist and gives a beautiful perfor-
mance, according to the Las Vegas Weekly. 
He will perform on Oct. 8 at 8:00 p.m., in the UAAArts 
Building Recital Hall. On Oct. 7, Gaudious will be visiting 
classrooms and signing copies of bis new CD. For more 
information, call 786-1219. 
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) If you can tay objec-
tive, you'll make money before Wedne day, although 
past conditioning tries to color your thought process 
more than usual. It' a con ervative time, try your 
best to keep from going off on wild tangents. 
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Self-improvement 
efforts made before Tuesday make you more mar-
ketable than ever. You help a child be creative when 
you keep critici m to your elf on Thursday. You 
might have to cancel certain plans in order to suc-
cessfully pull together a gathering on Friday. 
GEMINI (May 21-June 21) Through Wednesday. it's 
only fair to a k for what you need. Others are not in 
tune enough to know. Make that long-term commit-
ment on Friday. Singles meet companion while on a 
call of duty. 
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Better money prospects 
are available as oon as you break away from drain-
ing relationships. A friend can lead you to an abun-
dant source of revenue Thursday - if you know what 
you're looking for. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Tell people what you've been 
meaning to say for week . Tue day and Wednesday 
give you the opportunity and the motive to let it all 
hang out. You benefit from applying Friday' le· on 
to everal areas of your life. You have an increased 
appetite for love by the end of the week. 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Money issues are till 
central to your thinking; it may be time to diversify 
your holding . There' likely to be so many different 
opinions about the right course of action, that little or 
nothing gets done. Work on a family bu ine s idea. 
COPYRIGHT 1999 JOYCE JILLSON. DISTRIBUTED BY CREATORS SYNDICATE INC. 
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) Before Tuesday, an atti-
tude transformation could make everything beautiful 
again. Work on Wednesday to overcome someone's 
di trust. It may be easier to ·tart from cratch rather 
than attempt to patch things up. Resolve debt situa-
tions. Heightened sensuality on Saturday. 
SCORPIO (Oct. 24- ov. 21) Your diplomacy and 
loyalty bring attention to you. As you give more and 
more, your wishes come true. Satisfying business 
gains happen with a little pu hing on Thur day. A 
relationship begins on aturday. 
SAGITTARIU ( ov. 22-Dec. 21 J Relation~hips 
are going through a nei.:e · ary process of emotional 
purification. On Monday. behind-the-scene wurl\ 
brings benefits . Make increased productivity your top 
priority. Saturday lends you the willpo' er to perfect 
your diet or exerci e routine. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Attending clubs or 
cla ses after Thursday lead to an entertaining new 
circle of friends. Travel increa e your business 
avvy; make arrangements on Wednesday. Seek the 
comparn n hip of a Sagittanus, for a change. 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Blessings yield from 
far away places on Monday. Tho e who end out 
resume and work the cla sifieds now find v.hat they 
are looking for by next week. A loved one really 
cares, but i unable to tell you until aturday. 
PISCE (Feb. 19-March 20) The more rnysteriou 
you are around Thursday. the more auract1ve you are 
to that special someone. A job interview you thought 
was unsucces ful turns out to be a major career 
break. Partnerships of all kinds are fortunate. Do not 
hesitate to share with friends. 
National Depression Screening Day: ARE YOU DEPRESSED? 
By Carol Montgomery Ph.D. ANP 
UAA Student Health Center 
What is depression? We all know what it's like to feel 
sad or to have the blues ... but clinical depression is a more 
serious, yet still very common disorder that affects both the 
mind and the body. It causes disturbances in work, social 
and physical functioning. Unlike grief or passing sadness, 
depression continue even when circumstances improve, 
and can last for months or years if left untreated, resulting 
in disruption of relationships, professional productivity, 
disability or death. 
That's the bad news. The good news is that depression 
can be successfully treated. In fact, 80 to 90 percent of 
treated individuals will have recovered within 6 to 12 
months after starting treatment 
How is it treated? Treatment can include either med-
ications, counseling/psychotherapy or a combination of the 
two. Jn next issue's column we will get a glimpse of cog-
nitive therapy, which is one technique used by mental-
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health therapists to treat depression. 
Anti-depressant medications work by regulating the 
balance of serotonin and other natural brain chemicals that 
are depleted in depressed people. These medications may 
take several weeks to fully achieve the chemical regula-
tion but are quite safe, effective, and non-addicting. 
That fact that anti-depressants work in this manner 
shows that depression is a real medical condition, rather 
than a sign of personal weakness. 
What can bring on depression? Aside from chemical 
imbalances, other factors contributing to depression can 
include life experiences, such as of severe stress or loss, 
other medical illnesses, certain personality traits and genet-
ic factors. Sometimes depression can appear without any 
likely causes. 
If you suffer from depression you are not alone. 
According to the National Institute of Mental Health, 
depression affects over 17 million Americans each year. 
Less than half of the people suffering from depression seek 
treatment for it. One out of every 5 adults may experience 
depression at some point during his or her life. Twice as 
many women as men experience depression. 
Want to learn more about depression? Come to a 
free seminar presented by Carol Montgomery Ph.D. A.t\IP, 
on Wednesday, Oct. 6. from 12 to l p.m. 111 Campu ·Center. 
Room 105. All interested students, staff and faculty are 
welcome to attend! 
Thursday, Oct. 7. is National Depre sion Screening 
Day. part of a nationwide program designed to provide 
information about the signs. symptoms and treatment of 
depression. It provides the opportunity to find out 1f you 
may be suffering from depression by filling out a written 
screening form and then discussing the results with a men-
tal-health professional. The U.A.A. Student Health Center 
clinicians will be in the upper hallway of the Campus 
Center this Thursday from l to 3 p.m. conducting these 
screenings. If you have any concerns about depression, 
please stop by and visit with us or call the Student Health 
Center at 786-4040. 
Advice column 
Ask Miss Kitty and Dr. Tanpam 
Gee, nobody on this campus has prob-
lems (at least none that they want to share 
with f\l'o q11estio11ably-trai11ed, 11'ise-ass 
stra11gers ll'itlzfw111y 11a111es). The world is a 
wonde1f11/ place. C'111011, guys, throw your 
most disg11sti11gly e111barrassi11g problems 
our way. We want to hear from you! 
Dear Miss Kitty and Dr. Ta11pam: I'm 
r111111i11g out of money. What should I do? 
Miss Kitty: Back when Miss Kitty was 
just a kitten starting college, things were 
rough. Tips from a part-time barista job 
were scraped together to buy food every 
week. Every penny was budgeted for some-
thing. And. yeah, it wa tough. But then I 
ventured into the world ofjournali mat The 
Northern Light, and everybody know jour-
nalists rake in the dough, right? 
Now, I don't know your exact dilemma. 
Are you living on a fixed budget for the 
year and have gone a little wild, or is your 
job not enough to support you adequately? 
If it's the former, you probably need to 
get a job to pick up the slack. Maybe a little 
waiting tables on the ide, or doling out 
pretzels in a mall. 
By Adam Overland 
Northern Light Humor Colllmnist 
. The content of the photograph that you ee 
in the upper left hand corner of this column, 
right next to these words. has a net worth of 
twenty cents. The man is worth nothing obvi-
ously, since we smoker have no self-worth, 
and thus the cigarette make up the differ-
ence. Four dollars a pack is the rate in 
Ala ka. The price in South Dakota was about 
$2:50 when I left. We who smoke are very 
irritated at this, and just generally irritated at 
a lot of things, which is why we smoke. 
Thus, we who smoke are irritated even with 
smoking, and this is ironically sucky. 
Personally, I like to know that I'm alive. 
~ne way of knowing this is to ee your own 
reath. If Descartes had been the Marlboro 
Anything that'll keep your belly full with 
enough nourishment to learn the difference 
between the philosophies of Aristotle, Kant 
and Mill, and from incessantly mooching 
off your friends and getting them pissed at 
you. 
If it's the latter, before you rush out to 
find a higher-paying job, or get a second 
one, consider how you spend your money. 
Do you buy things on a whim, or do you 
have a budget? If you don't have some kind 
of budget, whether written out or stashed in 
that brilliantly analytical college mind of 
yours, you're probably not making the most 
of your money. Little things like writing out 
a grocery list before going to the store can 
save a lot. It could mean the difference 
between spending $50 for a week's worth of 
grocerie or $15 (yes, it has been done). 
And if you don't feel like any of the 
above uggestions are for you. other alter-
natives exist, such as pawning items of sub-
stantial value (yours, of course), forsaking 
all earthly possessions and desires and 
becoming a monk and taking up permanent 
residence on your best friend's couch, to 
name a few. 
Or just call your parents. Maybe they'll 
be willing to pass a few bucks your way -
in the name of education, of course. 
Dr. Tanpam: I won't even mention the 
obvious opportunities available to a college 
student (prostitute, drug dealer, superfly-
pimp, astronaut), but here's a few sugges-
tions that may (or may not) help you. You 
be the judge. 
Tutor a fellow student. There's no better 
way to make some extra money and meet 
fun people your age. Also, it'll give you an 
extra chance to do your homework while 
your pupil is struggling through that basic-
math 101 long-division problem. 
Eat Ramen. A LOT of it. I know you're 
thinking you'll get tired of eating noodle 
soup for the rest of your life (or until you 
pay off your tudent loans, which is proba-
bly just as long), but here are some new 
things you can try: use spaghetti sauce to 
make "Ramenetti;" cover it in peanut butter 
for a tasty giant cracker treat; crumble up 
the dry pieces and load on melted cheese 
and salsa. I call this "Rachos." 
Sell your books back to the school. I 
know you were waiting until the end of the 
semester, but come on! It's 20 bucks a book, 
and thi way you'll be able to "share" with 
an attractive member of your preferred sex, 
spending the day leaning over the respec-
tive shoulder of that special "soon-to-be" 
someone. 
Give blood. They won't pay you, but 
they'll give you free juice and cookies. Also, 
this will lower your overall blood level, 
putting you two beers closer to drunken-
ness! That'll save you $3.00! ($6.50 if you 
frequent bars). 
Go on a hunger strike. This will save you 
a few dollars AND help those poor starving 
refugees. 
And finally, don't live such a wasteful 
lifestyle! What's the difference between 
clothes bought at the Gap and the stuff you 
get from Good Will? 
Do you really need that Nike logo plas-
tered all over your body? It makes you look 
like a walking, talking, Gatorade-drinking 
advertisement. Face it, you don't need 
advice - you need a miracle. 
Send your questions to Miss Kitty and 
Dr. Tanpam c/o The Northern Light, or e-
mail them to ayfeat@uaa.alaska.edu. 
Smoke em if y~ got 
bum em if y~ don't 
' em, 
Man, he might have said, '"I smoke, there-
fore, ahuh ... arm:ccthoo. pardon me. I am ." 
If you smoke in the winter cold, you are 
thus doubly alive - livin' twice as good as 
non mokers (the logic of the Marlboro Man 
would agree with this, but the real 
Descartes may have found flaw). I cannot 
help, however, feel that a little part of me 
dies with each cigarette I smoke these day . 
That part of me is my bank account. 
What can be done to avoid this? 
Well, I could quit. Ha! Ha! Ha! 
Haahuh ... arrrcccthoo ! That's the be t joke 
I've told all year! Quit indeed. No thank 
you. I'm not going to let this world beat me 
that easily! 
I suggest, therefore, bumming cigarettes. 
Many people already do this, and everyone 
has their own tactic. There are everal 
approaches to this, including the "I forgot 
mine" approach, the "My dog smoked my 
ciuarettes approach," the "Pardon me, but 
m;y I finish your cigarette?" approach (which 
usually involves getting a full one), the casu-
al, "I could sure use a smoke" approach and 
the "This is a stick-up" approach. 
Whatever your method, you can be sure 
the tobacco industry is less likely to lower 
prices than the Marlboro Lung Association 
is to find a cure for cancer. 
The cigarette industry knows smokers 
wouid trade their grandmothers for a pack, 
and they'll exploit this like you exploited 
your grandmother's brownies - before you 
did. in fact. trade her for a pack of Light , 
you bastard! 
Based on this I can't understand why 
people are saying the cigarette industry is 
"on its way out." If anything, the future of 
cigarettes i as bright as can be, when seen 
through nicotine-caked eyes. For instance, 
if the stock market does crash, which is 
inevitable, what do you think people are 
going to do? Smoke, smoke and smoke 
some more. Per anally, I'm preparing for 
the eventual crash by investing in the ciga-
rette market. I would invest in the people-
throwing-themselves-out-of-windows mar-
ket, but blatantly i~tangible markets have 
yet to be created. My advice is to invest 
now, and support the product you invest in. 
To increase the marketability and invest-
ment value of cigarettes, perhaps we could 
change the name to " portarettes." 
Marketing thing like a port always eems 
to work (have you een speed-golf?). 
'Toughen' up those lungs, the air's only get-
tin' worse," could read the ads. Seriously, 
when you nonsmoker ' can't breathe because 
of all the smog and exhaust. r II be out in the 
haze saying, "This ain't bad, a little nicotine 
would help, but this ain't bad at all." 
In closing, If Karl Marx had been the 
Marlboro Man, he might have said, 
"Smokers of the world unite! You have 
nothing to lo e but your lung ." 
If any children read this article, please, 
ahuh ... arrrcccthoo, pardon me, do not 
smoke. It is good for the economy, but bad 
for you (contrary, busine s ethics will soon 
teach you that anything good for the econo-
my is good for you). 
Tip of the week: Never place a Lit ciga-
rette behind your ea1; especially if you style 
your hair with gasolille. If you liked this 
article, please send cigarettes to The 
Northem Light, clo Adam Overla11d, 3211 
Providence Dr, Allclzorage, AK 99508. 
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Str~ight get-down ~ttitude rn~rks 'Right B~ck' 
By Aaron Pieplow 
Northern light Music Reviewer 
Artist: Long Beach Dub All Stars 
Album: Right Back 
Let me make this simple: the band ha 
more happening in five minutes of any track 
than many arti t have in over five albums. 
"Right Back" is a difficuh recording to 
categorize. The group ample a wide vari-
ety of ta tes. The 12 cuts on the album dif-
fer significantly in style and feel. A blend 
of madne between traight reggae. Ea t 
Coast slowly-articulated rap, third-wave 
ska guitar, a smooth DJ, well-placed sax 
riffs and a universe of voice tone - this is 
like nothing you've ever heard. 
Long Beach Dub All Stars are made up 
By Rodika Tollefson 
Northern light Reporter 
• ev 1ew 
of former Sublime members Erik Wil on, 
Bud Gaugh and Mar hall Goodman, drum-
mer from the group's independent release 
"40 oz. To Freedom." Augmenting them 
are a host of featured musicians, including 
a sax and flute player and noted reggae 
vocali t Barrington Levy. 
The title, "Right Back," is borrowed from 
a Sublime song about returning to old habits. 
The tune, from "40 oz.," i a fairly despondent 
representation of addiction and crime. 
LBDAS. however. turns the downward p1ral 
back upright a a declaration of independence 
from their former ways. In this way, they 
make the tatement that they are "Right Back" 
to their music after the death of Sublime front-
man Bradley owell. in May of 1996. In fact. 
the group i a living tribute to him. 
The opportunity to break free from 
Sublime's shadow was not wasted. The 
molds are broken from conventional sam-
pling to creative blends of music and lyric. 
Possibly the best thing about this album 
is its worthine to other types of song. It i 
a shining example of how to lay dov.n a 
beat, proving that live bass and drums have 
better ound and versatility than conven-
tional, synthesized rhythm . Puffy Combs 
needs to take a hint from these guy . 
The introductory offering from the 
artists contains many things to be prai ed. 
It is a fresh take on genre crossovers. that 
proves itself worthy of b th recreational 
and analytical Ii tening. It social themes 
are tlawle , and even feature a Fugazi trib-
ute. Tune like "Kick Down" prove the 
kills of featured arti t Danger. His fight 
voice keep better yntax and rhyme than 
any member of Wu-Tang, and seamle sly 
transfer stanzas. The only !law with his 
performance on the album i that there isn't 
enough of him. He ound like he ha the 
freeform kill to compete w11h anyone. 
Another skill that did not go unu ed \\as 
their poke at mass media. From the song 
"Fugaz1:" 
You should 11e1·er get your sryle from 
watc/1111g MTV 
All you get is fas/11011, 110 originality 
A couple-dozen jazz fans got treated to an 
hour of music and dance combos last week in 
the Arts Building lobby as part of the UAA 
Expo. 
The quartet showcased an elegant mixture 
of blues and jazz. As guitar player 1ck 
Petumenos put it, they were just a few musi-
cian "playing some tunes," and having fun. 
The end brought a beautiful. melancholic 
dance by Crosby, whose mood went from 
quiet and romantic to abrupt and inten e. The 
song, called "Autumn Leave ," was like the 
sound of a rain, and Crosby's elastic moves 
brought a sad feeling of loss and longing. Her 
dance was a partially improvised work-in-
progre s. a tale about fall and leaves. lovers 
parting and not found. according to Cro by. 
In an intimate, cozy atmosphere, the UAA 
Jazz Technician performed, followed by The 
Quarter. Members of the UAA Dance 
Ensemble and dance professor Jill Crosby 
blended in a few improvisations. They teased 
viewers with their articulate movements, as 
they explored the rhythmic po s1bilit1es of the 
human body. 
The foot-tapping, head-nodding audience 
was mesmerized by the upbeat tunes, as ick 
Faulkner with the Jazz Technicians mastered 
his trumpet. Yvonne Kauffman delighted the 
fans with a clean, but short, vocal perfor-
mance of '·Summertime." 
Lyuda Terskikh, one of the audience mem-
ber:,, was very impressed by Crosby's perfor-
mance. 
"Even her face was dancing," he said. 
Although many of the artists performed 
for the fir t time thi season. the evening 
showed good talent and promising starts. 
\Vliat clothes are the\' 11·eari11g? 
\Vilar drugs are they 011? 
If I aimed a Mercedes 11 ould I be some-
one? 
I personally never got over the Dead 
Kennedys' song "MTV Get off the Air," so 
naturally I think that LBDAS has said one 
of the finest things po. s1ble about modem 
society. 
Perhaps the crown jewel of the record mg 
is "My Ov.n Life," which is a simple. solid 
beat with out landing background percus-
1on. Ir has a relaxing feel that 1 · intention-
ally haltered at the end by clas 1c punk 
form. But what elevate 11 from decent to 
excellent is the flute of Tim Wu. This is the 
greate t modern flute since Jethro Tull. He 
utilizes multiple modes, and more impor-
tantly, 1 not repetitive. It 1s a legitimate 
jazz riff that lures you into thmkmg he's not 
JUSt a flute. but an entire rhythm section 
playing m stop time. 
Overall, the d1!-.c has a straight get-dov. n 
attitude. What gives II uniqueness m Jts 
grome 1 the fine m trumentat1on the band 
ha acquired since last we heard from them. 
This disc comes highly recommended. 
Suffice ll to say. l would be downright 
shocked if this band did not enjoy plenty of 




Yvonne Kaufman performs "Summertime" at 
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By Erick Hayden 
Northern Light Movie and Theater Critic 
It would be fabulous to see the other major wars with 
the sense of humor that fills 'Three King ," for it is the 
sharp comedy that makes the dramatic moments in this 
movie so incisive. 
Set in the aftermath of the Gulf War, four guys, led by 
Archie Gates (George Clooney), attempt to take a stash of 
gold bullion that Saddam Hus ein ha stolen from Kuwait. 
'Three Kings' royal delight 
During their heist, they learn that we may have defeated 
Saddam in the war, but the people are still struggling to 
stay alive and fight him, without food or weapons support. 
Director and writer David 0. Russell films a striking 
portrait of a land ravaged by the destruction of war, and 
forgotten by the country that they believe is aiding them. In 
a scene where the greedy American soldiers are taking the 
gold and shoving people off their truck, Rus ell gives you 
a full en e of our sad situation. He shows us our smug 
ignorance in feeling proud about "winning" a war that has 
solved nothing. 
After seeing these people being subjugated, Clooney's 
character decides to break the peace treaty that prevents 
America from intervening. This propels the re t of the film 
as Clooney and his crew become outlaws trying to save 
this small village of people from danger. In so doing, 
Russell finally does justice to the Arab people by provid-
ing them with rich, three-dimensional characterizations. 
It's a cast of stellar actors that fonns the foundation for 
Russell's film to fly. This film could easily descend into the 
chee y realm of idiotic comedy; instead it rips through with 
satirical wit that transfers into heavy drama and tense action. 
Mark Wahlberg, as Troy Barlow, delivers a great range 
of comedy and drama. A powerful scene where an Iraqi 
soldier tells him about how his wife and son were killed in 
the U.S. bombing raids accents Wahlberg's excellent per-
Film Fest 
'formance. Both actors draw you in as they give you rea-
sons to empathize with both sides of the story. 
Backing hi mates up is Ice Cube, as the devoutly reli-
gious Chief Elgin. Cube makes his character strong by 
turning the possibly si1ly concept of a ring of Jesu fire that 
he follows, into a seriou matter that he unwaveringly 
believes in . Adding to the comedic follies of this movie is 
Jamie Kennedy (of the Scream series), as Walter, the goofy 
and bumbling soldier whom Clooney's character refers to 
as "Bolo" becau e he's so clueless. 
In a surprisingly wonderful role is Nora Dunn as hard-
ass news reporter Adriana Cruz. This role i a nuclear 
explosion compared to any of the other film roles done by 
this Saturday Night Live alumnus. Dunn creates a well-
rounded character that, on the surface is one straightfor-
ward bitch, but underneath, is as confused, scared and sad-
dened by the effects of war as anyone. On top of all of this 
Dunn keeps a humorous edge to her character. 
Through the contrasting powers of comedy and drama, 
"Three Kings" is a movie that at times is as impacting as 
any strong dramatic war film. While testing our limits to 
watch pain, Russell provides us with many humorous out-
lets to absorb the film's purpose and recognize the insensi-
tivity of our nation. A marvelous mix of chemistry that is 
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(comic strips no one else wanted 
to be bbat.d for). 
OOG, f(f WORK. I FE.EL 
LIKE A SE.C.ONO-C.L~SS 
ClTtZEN JUST BECAUSE 
'I. SMOKE.. 
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1-ilT 
ME.1 iOOi VMA\ ou; TAEY SAVf 
.. . 
ANo1HGe E:XAMPLE 
. OJ: A 8A1' 
80SINa;s Moue 
WELL.. FIRST 'mE'i 
5A1D. "VlSA OR 
MASTERCARV?" 
BENT OFFERINGS 
The dragon sleep 
right now, and all the people ru h down the 
hall, right by him 
no one see as cla e commence 
and weekend dates are made 
The dragon leep 
inside him as he listen to the buzzhum of that 
annoying profe or 
who holds his graduation in hi grade book 
The dragon tir 
when the knee-high leather boots clomp by 
the calve , up, merging in the center behind the 
catholic-girl like skirt. short, form fiu,ing 
I I I 
By Don Addi• 
She' gonna be at Chaz' 
The dragon feed 
a little PCP 
magic acid, test's not 'til Tuesday, 
the dragon ' ll be a Jeep again by then . 
The dragon's gonna party tonight. 
- Lexi Stratford 
Please drop off your scribble-goodies at The 
Northern Light office, in the Campus Center, 
Room 215. Or fax it to (907) 786-1331; e-mail 
to ayfeat@uaa.alaska.edu. 
Mario Andretti said that "if everything is under control, you are going too slow." 
He must like to take risks. The winner of the movie rent.al is Erin Schoephortster. 
"You either do, or you don't. There is no try." 
Do you know who said that? Be the first student with the correct answer to win a free Blockbuster 
movie rental t 
Drop off your answers to Rodika Tollefson in Campus Center, Room 115, .Or e-~il to 







14 S.E. state (abbr.) 








31 The Raven (Poet) 
33 Green 
34 Indefinite pronoun 
35 Price 
37 Tree 
39 Eastern state (abbr.) 
40 Number 
42 Water barrier 
44 Pro 





55 Beautiful view 
9 Former 
10 Indicating ileum (comb. 
form) 





22 Group of rooms 
23 Flower 














55 Relative (slang) 
56 Feline 
57 Bed 
59 Edu. Group (abbr.) 
60 Ever (poetic) 
63 Exclamation 
58 Medicine for cuts 
61 Var. of -al (suf.) 
62 Hanging rope 
Last week's answer 
64 Watch 
65 Pig pen 
66 Angi-knock fluid 
67 Auricle 
DOWN 
1 Mother (slang) 
2 Form of be 
3 Back out 
4 Close in 
5 Stadium 
6 Perform 
7 Uncle (prov. 
Eng.) 
8 State 
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FOR SALE 
Pentax Camera System, 6 Lenses, 
Bellows extension, 5 strobes, 5 light meters 
+many extras! $350. 751-5250 
Hide-a-bed couch, good condition, $300 
OBO; Rocking love seat, good condition, 
$200 OBO; Weight bench and weights; bar, 
curl bar, dumbbells, $600 245-1173, 
Andrew 
Roof, snow hedding, removable, for 
camper, motor home, only $40 562-3228, 
after 6:30 
Student nursing clothes/shoes for 
women. Contact Angie, 562-8168 
Cold weather gear, down in ulation, size 
med. parka, excellent condition $125, ize 
med. coverall $125, Sorrells w/wool liner 
$35, 344-7077 
'93 Olds Achieva, V6, 62k, ABC, Al 
rims, winter & summer tire , extras, clean 
inside, like new, $6,900 OBO. 562-0355 
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS t Students 
earn $375/$575 weekly processing/assem-
bling medical ID cards from your home. 
Experience unnecessary ... we train you! 
Call MediCard 1-541-386-5290, ext. 300 
Promote credit cards on college campus. 
Up to $900/wk. Will train. (800) 592-2121 
ext.301 
Hiring Donor Callers to profe sionally 
represent Blood Bank of Alaska when con-
tacting volunteer blood donors to encourage 
or schedule blood donations to meet hospi-
tal needs. P/f $7hr. Very Flexible hours. 
Call 563-3110 
Promote credit cards on college campus. 
Up to $900/wk. Will train 800-592-2121 
ext.301 
DHL Worldwide Express, the world's 
largest international air express network, is 
looking for energetic people to join our 
team. We are currently hiring for part-time 
customer service and courier positions. 
Hiring rates are from $10.25 and up 
depending on the position, with benefits. If 
you like a fast paced work environment and 
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like working with people, please apply in 
person at 3521 Postmark Driv~, Anchorage, 
AK. Courier applicants must provide a cur-
rent copy of their driving record. EOE 
MALE COMPANION NEEDED: 
Active 18 YOA special-needs male interest-
ed in martial arts, sport , Japanese lan-
guage, travel and outdoors needs PT com-
panion. Flexible evenings/weekends. 
Interested? Competitive pay. Call Rebecca, 
(907) 344-3564 
WEEKEND CAREGIVER NEEDED: 
Active, fun teenagers with peciaJ needs in 
search of responsible caregiver interested in 
outdoors, sports and the world. Flexible 
weekend shifts. Competitive pay. Call 
Rebecca, (907) 344-3564 
JAPANESE TUTOR: PT tutor needed 
for beginning Japane e for HIS tudent with 
special needs. Interested? Call Rebecca, 
(907) 344-3564 
Art Models for Art studio classes. 
Mature men and women able to pose in aes-
thetically pleasing and physically challeng-
ing ways. Flexible time schedule. Starting 
salary $9.11 per hour. Call Isolde at 786-
1321 for details 
Latin tutor/teacher needed for HS stu-
dent(s ). Please contact Lisa, 561-2198, or 
lisa j57@hotmail.com 
Cruise Ship Employment-workers earn 
up to $2,000+/month (w/tips & benefits). 
World Travel! Land-Tour job up to $5,000-
$7 ,000/summer. Ask us how! 517-336-4235 
Ext. C61011 
PT Child Care/Tutor. Home help. 
Flexible hours 346-1926 
COLLEGE STUDENTS WANTED 
FOR PART/FULL-TIME WORK. 
Employees' tuition reimbursed. Must work 
at least 16 hour /week and will receive 
salary for hours worked. Tuition reimburse-
ment based on grades: A= 100%, B = 75%, 
C = 50 %. Need courtesy van-drivers (good 
driving record, no SR22), desk clerks, 
servers (TAM card required), room atten-
dants. Salary DOE. Apply 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., 
4615 Spenard Road personnel office. Drug 
testing required 
ll!lli 
I f • I 
ENGLISH TUTOR. Experienced 
English as Second Language (ESL) 
Instructor at ECC Osaka, Japan offers free 
language lesson exchange. Contact John, 
(907) 277-1260 or write, 1601 Nelchina 
#313, Anchorage, AK 99501 
MISCELLANEOUS 
JUMP-START YOUR CAREER! 
Princeton Review "10 Best Internships" -
Northwestern Mutual Life. A UAA 
Cooperative Education Intern hip. 277-
3591 
Looking for students to participate in a 
Psychology project. Involves an oral or 
written experience. Plea e Help! Call 263-
8017 for details 
Tire Change Over: most cars, mount and 
balance $30. New studded tires. Reasonable 
prices. Anchorage Tire Service, corner of 
Old Seward and 72nd. Mon. - Sat. 8am-
6pm. 344-8913 
We are DIGITAL ESPRESSO, the new 
company that offers you the following 
menu of flavors: 
Upgrade and fix computers; build and 
maintain Web pages· and sell Web servers 
and space for home pages and FTPs. Set up 
domain names o your internet address will 
be www.YourName.com and e-mail address 
ANYTHING@YourName.com. We also 
give 10% introductory discount. Call or e-
mail for free consultation Service@digital-
espresso,com, Tel: 751-5854, PageNmail, 
275-9448 
SELF-HELP 
Alanon Family Groups, 12-step program 
for families and friends of alcoholics. Call 
for info & meeting schedule, 276-6646 
Need support and would like to talk to 
other adults about parenting. If you live in 
the Ptarmigan boundaries (east to Turpin, 
south to Debarr, west to Glenn Highway 
and north to Glenn Highway) attend the 
parent support group Jan. 28 6-7 p.m. On-
going groups are as follows: Feb. (11, 25), 
March (11, 25), April (8, 22), May (6, 20) 
and June 3. Childcare is provided. For more 
information, contact Dee-Dee @ 337-9589, 
Tuesday 10a.m.-3:30p.m., and Thursday 
10a.m.-3:30p.m. 
d 
The Identity Helpline. For gay, lesbian, 
bi, trans, bi-curious and questioning per-
sons. Resources & Referrals in the GLBT 
community. 7 days a week, 258-4777 
DO YOU KNOW GOD'S LOVE FOR 
YOU? Are you new on campu ? Come 
check out Campu Cru ade for Christ and 
meet new friend . Tue day nights at 8:30, 
BEB 117. Food fun, the love of God and 
friend for lifel 
Looking for Chri tian companion hip: 
Meet me in Room 117. BEB on Tue day @ 
8:30p.m. Can't wait to meet you ! 
Christian seeking fellowshjp, Meet me 
in Room 117 in the BEB for food, music, 
praise and learning. Meet other students on 
campu and get involved. Meet Tuesday 
night at 8:30p.m. See you there! 
Wanting to get involved with a good, fun 
group? Tue day nights at 8:30 in BEB 117 
for Jots of fun and wor hip praising God. 
It's called Campus Crusade for Christ. See 
you there! 
ROOMMATES 
Newly Furnished Student Rm. Nice 4 
bdrm home 3 mi. from campus. Bus stop 
across street. $350 includes all utilitie . 
333-8553 
Roommate needed to share a hou e close 
to campus, prvt-entr, large space, pets OK. 
Open-minded, 258-0406 
FOR RENT 
For Rent in Wasilla, 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 
doublewide mobile home on private lot, 
~D, DW, wood stove, storage shed, $925 + 
utilities and SD. 6 month lease, no pets, 
349-1239 
PETS 
NEED A STUDY BUDDY? Adopt a 
homeless cat or kitten. All cats are Feline 
Leukemia negative, spayed/neutered and 
have current shots. Adoption fee. Must be 
willing to give lifetime commitment! 
333-7400 (day), 333-8962 (eve) 
Profile! 
abrin 7ny£am 
By Michael Matson, Northern Light Reporter; Photos by Mike C 
Sabrina Dawn Bingham was born to Don and Donna 
Bingham on Nov. 25, 1977 in Anchorage, Alaska. While 
growing up, she enjoyed relaxing in the great outdoors and 
exploring them. Some of her favorite activities to partake 
in while she i not on the volleyball court include hlking, 
biking and sledding. 
In high school, at Chugiak, she played on the varsity 
volleyball team from 1993 to 1996. She helped the 
Mustangs to a state tournament and made six all-tourna-
ment team . 
After high school, she decided that she would like to 
stay in the state and attend UAA because it was olose to 
her friends and family. 
What fir t got her started in volleyball was the consis-
tent pe tering of one of her friends in junior high school to 
play on the team with her. Sabrina decided that, since it 
didn't interfere with her first love of basketball, she could 
do it. 
Come check out Sabrina and the rest of the Seawolve 
at their next home match on the Friday, Oct. 15, against 
We tern Oregon at the UAA Sports Center. 
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Seawolues fall to Central Missouri 
By Patrick J. Paul 
Northern Light Sports Editor 
The UAASeawolfvolleyball team fell victim to the 13th 
ranked divi ion II Central Missouri St. Jennies at the Sports 
Center on Oct. 1 and 2. On both nights, the Jennies were led 
by standout All-American Daria McConnell. 
CM St. came to UAA riding a 12 game winning-streak 
and had to truggle to make the 'Wolves victims 13 and 14. 
On the fir t night, the UAA urged to an early even-
point lead before CM St. managed to score. The Jennies 
seemed a little confu ed by the inspired play, and could not 
get their offence untracked. However, with some tight 
defen e, the Jennies fought their way back into the game, 
and eventually won the fir t game 15 to 12. 
In game two, UAA managed to keep up their level of 
play and beat the Jennies 15 to 9, but from there on it was 
all CM St. After finally reviving their offence, CM St. took 
the next two hard-fought game , to increa e their win-
streak to 13 games. 
The 'Wolve were led by their tand-out Vane a 
T: ukano with 36 total attacks, 14 kills and Sabrina Bingham 
with 39 total attacks and 18 kills. All-American Daria 
McConnell of course, led the Jennies with 53 total attacks, 
18 kills and Jen Withoelder with 38 total attack and 13 kill . 
Night two wa a good night for volleyball, with both 
team playing outstanding games. The teams definitely 
came to play, with the first three games going down to the 
wire, and game two and three going to extra point . 
UAA managed to queak out a victory in the first game, 
15 to 13. CM St. came back to win the econd game in extra 
point 16 to 14 and the Wolve regrouped and took game 
three 16 to 14 also. 
With three uch exciting games at fir t, the final two 
eemed anticlimactic, with the 'Wolve running out of ga 
and the Jennie establishing their ranking creditability and 
increa, ing their streak 
to 14 game . Neither 
game would be consid-
ered a rout. UAA just 
could not mu ter the 
energy to play well • 
enough to beat a ranked 
team. 
Tegan Bo ard led the 
·wolve with 74 total 
attack , 26 kills; 
Sabrina Bingham had 
15 total attack , 18 kill ; 
followed by Brianne 
r-- ------------- --------------------------
l Hockey : 
I 
! It bas more to offer then a high stick 
l to the face. This time it's not just 
! checks and pucks. 
·------------------------------- ----------· 
Halling with 37 total attacks, 17 kill and Vane sa Tsukano 
with 60 total attacks, 14 kills. 
But the night belonged to Daria McConnell, who had 
103 total attack . with 41 kills. Rhea Griffin added 60 total 
attacks and 13 kill , and Janell Mohme added 56 total 
attack with 19 kills. 
UAA, despite the lo se , hould be proud of their level 
of play. The 'Wolve take their 9 to 8 record on the road, 
playing Central Wa hington on Oct. 8, and Saint Martin's 
on Oct. 9. 
Above: Janelle Morrisette tries to make it to the ball. 
Sing a little song 
Do a little dance 
WIN A LITTLE LAPTOP! 
Participants will be drawn from .student ticket hold£rs 
attending lmd! UM games. 
Prelimillaries: 2"' & ,f' G(lllfes Finals: 4"' Game (UM) 
Pre-game Tailgate Party@ 12:00pm Oct. 10th 
Enter to win 2 tickets on Northwest Airlines 
Win a '99 Nissan Xterra 
(Students may only enter at the John on Nissan dealership) 
• For details and official rules visit www.uaa.alaska.edu/programs 
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Below:Vanessa Tsukano dives for one in the game against Missouri. 
MILLIONS OF 
THE BEST MINDS IN 
AMERICA HAVE ALREADY 
CHOSEN THB BEST 
RETIREMENT SYSTEM: 
·TIAA-CREF. 
W hen it comes to planning a comfortable future, America's 
best and brightest turn to the expert: 
TIAA-CREF. With over $250 billion in 
assets under management, we're the 
world's largest retirement system, the 
nation's leader in customer satisfaction, Ct 
and the overwhelming choice of people 
in education, research, and related fields. 
Expertise You Can 
Count On 
For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro-
duced intelligent solutions to America's 
long-term planning needs. We pioneered. the 
portable pension, invented the variable 
annuity, and popularized the very concept 
of ~tcick investing for retirement. In fact, we 
Bmuring the future 
fbr ... who shape it. .. 
manage the largest stock account in the 
world (based on assets under management). 
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you 
achieve even more of your financial goals. 
With TIAA-CREF you'll find the 
flexibility and choice you need., hacked by 
a proven history of performance, 
remarkably low expenses, and peerless 
commitment to personal service. 
Find Out for Yourself 
To learn more about the world's premier 
retirement organization, talk to one of our 
retirement planning experts, or better still, 
speak to one of your colleagues. Find out 
why, when it comes to planning for tomor-
row, great minds think alike. 
To find out more - give us 
a call or visit our website 
I 800 842-2776 
www.tiaa-cre£org 
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